
The umbilical cord, thé naval, and thé mothers vertebrae. 
 
In order to see we must first think. In order to think [z]; the membrane holds true to elasticity in 
(1) eyesight, (2) breathing (3) behavior. In 3/3 of all squares in the universe. Y, because xY 
must meet at a vanishing point before it returns to earth, xx is already doubled to nitrate 
pollinations of her unique heart mass. CO2.  
 
As time expands so does our [motherן[. The Stomach. Because equal proportion must equal 
equal proportion to energy as it does thought.  
 
Reproductive and breathing processes are the same. [left ventricle]. What it does is supply 
everything for her ventilation system adjacent to breathing of her own life.  
In agreement to the sun to her child while growing in thé womb. Shown in  

● Plate tectonics  
● Timed refractions - electromagnetism, kinetics, and timed Systems  
● Affection between young [topography through refractional systems] Milk  
● Thé placenta  

In that, organs penetrate heart rate to sterile connectivity processes. Between reality and fiction. 
Within her blood vessels Not does it stop until death does her part.  
 
In 3rds does thé same conjunction to the [nucleus] hold the same subtractive weight of her 
ovaries to thé thalamus of her mind. In that does she lose her eggs that square before thé times 
that memory accumulates. In a circulatory rhythm from left to right. So does refractive weight, in 
thé neuronic environment between time and space that [of her mind] does she have lawful 
control over before its dividend squares before ventilation. Its her own system time collapse, 
and its between her, reality and fiction. Therefore equal energy cannot equal standard.  
 
Showing through the blood.  
Bones hold to the chromosome net force to breathing systems unevenly without the mother’s 
vertebrae by its curved alignment to correct proportion of bondage.  
Which it is evil for Y to prevent to this. Y. Because of Weight. Thé left ventricle cannot 
accumulate another’s blood before the systems chromosome has hatched, split before our 
eyes, the exact breathing system—> between reality and carbon: 

● eating disorders, does her electricity spill [blood] weight that breaks down her heart in 
equal contractions to its [walls] conjured of acids into her own systems muscular function 
by his chromosome alone.  

● malfunctioning thought to human reaction times, Y communication levels of sound that 
cannot reach appropriate velocity lead to paralyzing the human muscularity System by 
fatty acids using restorage to left ventricle of its left brain divide, nucleic to behaviors 
under, negative thinking within a system process of connectivity; its Mass storage 
system of carbon under its Laws of Physics. Hatred and its spectacles.  

● and exerted formula P’9.  
○ Carbon Breakage [form 2] to what are wastes  



■ In sperm.  
Before estrogen can subdue to equal fairness so does gravity in its width to equal force. 
It slows down. Time.  

■ In labor.  
Then there is no need for the placenta. It's form breathing that true width can occur and 
continue simply through the mother’s vertebrae. Her true system of value. Xy9.  
 
And become stronger than and through Entanglement properties [stelmic roots] and of 
her muscular systems in 

○ 1) milk (12-0) to breathing  
○ 2) bonds between all thought processes (0-death).  
○ There is no median in circulatory systems.  

[ii] 
Rules of breathing in 2 covalent bonds  
And proves in thé cornea of thé Eye. Which see in the brain, and reflect out of its corpus fiber.  
And follows are thé nitrate systems of thé subatomic mind.  
 
Before P, the mirrored reflection is between the corpus callosum and the embryo. In who 
delegates ownership. It's the **time it starts and where it needs to end. 
In Mâle pollution. II.  

● in glucose to eye function the impossibility for healthy nitrogen circulation  
● In thé appendix. nervous system breaks down its particles into sleep cycles. There is 

no need for dead weight. Effects of hormonal levels already in balance. [molecular 
waves and male testerone]. In that does a neuron multiply its own chemical production 
as value decreases within her ovaries as she ages. Of hydrogen to calcium properties. In 
a circulatory system according to movement.  

● And so does he, weigh down her sight. Before the cornea. Of her ID.  
 
Blue. Which is why the vertebrae heats course structure to I x@2 malfunctioning systems in Y. 
To reduce the amount of friction between 2 people.  
 
Instead carbon sustainability shown in mechanics. Prevent Breakage by covalent bondage to 
the corpus Alone. And breaks down blood vessels [Pollution] to renewable resources for him to 
form; is started at the umbilical cord, from the cerebellum of her mother. Iodine. To what is used 
and being used in another’s sight.  
 
The Vertebrae. To show its curved alignment of equal proportion that serotonin defines and 
oxytocin utilizes by its left eye adjacency within creation. For no standard can equivocalize her 
natural right of its thought into healthy brain function. Of subatomic structure of an asymmetric 
system according to the heat of its heart. Alone. 
 
In that to equal the cavity of uneven weight  



● And in equal vanity. For no one can force form onto the other without Time, its median, 
that separates people +2 of each other of its space.  

● In one of oxygen bonds and 2 formula two of carbon consistency. [silicon].  
 

Thé covet System - co2 and the nervous system 
Co9 

 


